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Frage (public)
How can I update the magnalister plugin (starting with version 3.0.4) in
Shopware 5?

Lösung (public)
Since the new Shopware compliance guidelines are in effect, magnalister plugin
updates should
only be executed via the Shopware Plugin Manager. We do our best to provide
the latest
magnalister version in the Shopware Community Store in short, regular time
intervals.
You can see in the magnalister plugin if an update is available. For this
purpose a note is displayed
at the bottom in the middle of the screen next to the current version number
(example: "new
magnalister version 3.0.6 available"). With a click on the note you are
redirected to the Shopware
Plugin Manager where you can execute the update.
Please proceed as follows:
- You will see the magnalister window in the Shopware Plugin Manager. Click
on
"Install Update“.
- The latest magnalister version is now downloaded and installed from the
Shopware 5
Community Store
Important notes:
- If you have activated update notifications in Shopware, you will also be
informed in
the Shopware backend when a new magnalister version is available in the
Community
Store.
- You can view the changelog for our magnalister Shopware plugin via the
Shopware
Community Store or directly in the Shopware Plugin Manager. The changes of the
latest magnalister Build can be found in your magnalister customer account.
If you do not want to update magnalister via the Shopware Plugin Manager, you
can always
download the latest version from the magnalister website and upload it via FTP
to your server:
[1]https://www.magnalister.com/en/download
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